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a b s t r a c t

We present the first globally complete inventory of permanent shadows on the lunar surface that are
detectable with the current global instrument datasets, including discovery of regions with persistent
shadows over geologic time periods as close to the equator as ±58! of latitude. These results were
obtained through application of a ray tracing technique to the latest global topographic datasets from
the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter. Our analysis reveals that 13,361 km2 of surface in the northern hemi-
sphere and 17,698 km2 in the southern hemisphere are permanently shadowed. We present maps show-
ing the locations of all the permanent shadows detectable using these datasets then turn our focus
toward the permanent shadows farthest from the poles. Each permanent shadow on the equator side
of ±65! of latitude is shown in detail. Surface brightness temperature data derived from the Diviner
mid-infrared radiometer on board the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter have been analyzed for four of these
locations and found to have mid-day temperatures 75–120 K less than nearby comparison locations that
experience direct daytime illumination. In some cases the permanently shadowed locations have night-
time temperatures 10–25 K lower than surroundings. The temperature results support our finding that
these non-polar craters are permanently shadowed. The surface brightness temperature results also raise
interesting questions about their ability to cold trap volatiles. Discovery of these non-polar permanently
shadowed regions increases possible locations of water resources and high priority exploration targets on
the Moon.

" 2013 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

1.1. Rationale

The angular separation of the lunar polar axis relative to the
normal of the ecliptic plane has remained less than 1.59! over re-
cent geologic history (Spudis, 1996). Such a small angle results in
low Sun elevations in the vicinity of the lunar poles. As a result,
many crater interiors near the poles have been in permanent sha-
dow for about 2 byr. Watson (1961) was the first to postulate the
theory that volatiles are cold-trapped within polar permanently
shadowed regions. Since then, many have examined the possibility
of water trapped at the poles with a varying array of instrumenta-
tion andmethods (Arnold, 1979; Bussey et al., 2010; Feldman et al.,
2001, 2000, 1998; Mazarico et al., 2010; Nozette et al., 1996). But,
it was not until recent observations by Chandrayaan-1’s Moon
Mineralogy Mapper (M3), the Visual and Infrared Mapping

Spectrometer (VIMS), the Deep Impact High-Resolution Instru-
ment-IR spectrometer (HRI-IR), the Lyman Alpha Mapping Project
(LAMP), the Lunar Crater Observation and Sensing Satellite
(LCROSS), as well as S-band radar measurements by the Chan-
drayaan-1 Mini-SAR were presented that more corroborative and
comprehensive evidence was outlined to confirm the presence of
H2O/OH on the surface of the Moon (Clark, 2009; Colaprete et al.,
2010; Gladstone et al., 2012; Pieters et al., 2009; Spudis et al.,
2010; Sunshine et al., 2009). Even more intriguing are results sug-
gesting H2O/OH is not confined to permanently shadowed regions
at the lunar poles but spread widely across the lunar surface putt-
ing into question the physical form, or forms, H2O/OH is in within
different geologic contexts. However, this does not negate the
importance of permanently shadowed regions. If there is anywhere
on the Moon where water–ice has the potential to be trapped in
large quantities it is permanently shadowed geologic contexts.
Interpretation of near-infrared data suggest H is adsorbed to min-
eral grain surfaces at microns to millimeter depths (Clark, 2009).
Interpretations of ultraviolet observations by LAMP suggest H2O
is present in the form of a frost at 1–2 vol.% (Gladstone et al.,
2012). These are not likely to yield large quantities of water
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compared to cold traps of water ice within permanently shadowed
regions.

Siegler et al. (2011) have suggested that the coldest of the per-
manent shadows may be too cold to move volatiles downward into
the soil. In other words extremely cold surfaces may not be as effi-
cient as moderately cold surfaces for trapping and storing volatiles.
Some of the non-polar shadows identified here have spent a signif-
icant portion of their history below the maximum temperature of
the ideal ice trap range identified by Siegler et al. (2011). If Siegler
et al.’s (2011) hypothesis is true then these non-polar permanent
shadows may make outstanding exploration targets.

Here we examined lunar datasets to locate all the detectable
permanent shadows on the lunar surface with an emphasis on
locating the permanent shadows furthest from the poles. We then
go one step further and characterize the surface temperatures for
several (end-member) non-polar permanent shadows with Diviner
data and compare them to their surroundings. The Diviner data is
the best available dataset for verifying the permanent shadows
presented here because it is straightforward to search through
many thousands of measurements.

1.2. Use of LRO data

The Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) was launched on June
18th, 2009 with a suite of instruments capable of providing key
datasets to enable informed human and robotic exploration of
the Moon (Chin et al., 2007). Initially LRO collected data in an ellip-
tical commissioning orbit with a periapsis of 30 km and an apoap-
sis of !216 km. Following the commissioning phase LRO was
placed in a nominal 50 km circular mapping orbit. In December
of 2011 the orbit was returned to a nearly frozen elliptical orbit
similar to the commissioning phase to save fuel and extend the
useable life of the spacecraft.

1.2.1. LOLA topographic data
The LRO Lunar Orbiter Laser Altimeter (LOLA) collects laser shot

data of the lunar surface from orbit (Mazarico et al., 2010; Smith
et al., 2010). The polar geometry of the mapping orbit results in a
higher shot density near the poles relative to the equator. The LOLA
shot data is processed into gridded topographic image files that are
delivered to the Planetary Data System (PDS). Gridded topographic
image data are referenced to the MOON_ME frame of the Naviga-
tion and Ancillary Information Facility (NAIF) DE421 ephemeris
kernel. For this analysis we used the LOLA gridded images with
samples every 100 m in the map projected plane with coverage
from the North Pole to 45!N and from the South Pole to 45!S lati-
tude. More details on the LOLA dataset are provided in
Section 1.2.5.

1.2.2. LROC digital terrain models
The analysis was repeated for corroboration using the recently

released Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera’s (LROC) Global Lu-
nar DTM 100 m topographic model (Scholten, 2011; Scholten et al.,
2012). Both the LROC wide angle and the narrow angle cameras
(WAC and NAC, respectively) are intended to facilitate selection
of future landing sites on the Moon. The WAC was designed to im-
age polar and non-polar regions at several ultraviolet and visible
wavelengths for compositional maturity estimates and analysis
of illumination conditions of polar regions (Robinson et al., 2010;
Speyerer and Robinson, 2012). An advantageous by-product of this
comprehensive coverage at a variety of incidence angles enabled
the construction of global stereo perspectives of the Moon (i.e.,
the basis of the GLD100 DTMs) (Scholten, 2011; Scholten et al.,
2012). Results of the GLD100 DTM analysis compared to LOLA de-
rived lighting models are remarkably similar. Section 1.2.6 pro-
vides more details on the GLD100 DTMs.

1.2.3. Combined LOLA and LROC datasets
We produced two new data products by starting with the 100-

m gridded LOLA topographic image for each pole with coverage
from the poles to 45! of latitude. At each pixel we queried the
GLD100 DTM images and when valid data was available the LOLA
pixel was replaced with an interpolated value from the GLD100
DTMs. The merged product is essentially the GLD100 DTMs with
the full coverage to 45! of latitude and with the polar gore (80–
90!N and 80–90!S) filled by LOLA gridded topographic data. The
merged LROC–LOLA dataset is identical in size, sampling, and
map projection to the original LOLA gridded topographic images.
Initial lighting analysis of the LROC–LOLA DTM suggest that no per-
manently shadowed regions, detectable with the 100 m LOLA and
LROC–LOLA datasets, are present on the equator side of ±58!, and
therefore analyzing topography on the equator side of ±45! was
unnecessary.

1.2.4. Diviner measurements
Data collected by the Diviner instrument was analyzed for a few

select permanent shadows on the equator side of ±65! (Paige et al.,
2010a,b). Diviner measures reflected solar and emitted infrared
radiation in nine channels from 0.3 to 400 lm. Diviner’s channel
7 measures surface brightness temperature and has good fidelity
for both daytime and nighttime observations. The purpose of the
instrument is to map the thermal state of the Moon and its diurnal
variability. Two non-polar permanent shadows in each hemisphere
were selected for analysis. For each of the four locations a nearby
comparison location was also selected that experiences normal
diurnal illumination.

1.2.5. Limitations of LOLA gridded topographic images
From a polar orbit the LRO spacecraft ground track crosses pre-

vious tracks near the poles and runs parallel to previous tracks at
the equator where the largest average track-to-track spacing is
experienced. Fig. 1 shows a plot of the average orbit ground track
spacing by latitude for the 50 km mapping orbit. The figure ac-
counts for orbits during which LOLA was actively collecting shot
information that was included in the making of the gridded topo-
graphic images. The cutoff date for inclusion of laser shots in the

Fig. 1. Plot of hypothetical orbit track-to-track spacing for evenly spaced orbits in
the range of 226–7407. The data for this plot was found by examining each reduced
data record (RDR) file in the orbit range and finding the locations where each
integer latitude value is crossed by consecutive records. For each latitude the
crossings were sorted and the spacing between crossings was calculated and
averaged. The plot shows the averages. The orbit range includes all LOLA shot data
used in making gridded topographic images for this study, however some of the
shot data in this orbit range may have been filtered out for various reasons before
generation of the gridded topographic data.
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making of the gridded topographic images used in this study was
February 1st, 2011. If the LOLA ground tracks were evenly spaced
the track-to-track spacing would be 379 m at ±60! of latitude; this
is intentionally far greater than the pixel spacing because the track
spacing decreases as tracks approach the poles.

The instrument fires a single laser shot and in principle five
receivers collect the reflected energy. However, several factors
complicate data collection during day-to-day operations. On some
of the orbits the spacecraft was rolled in the cross track sense to
collect stereo observations and at other times not all of the five
receivers successfully collect the reflected laser shot. The upper
right image in Fig. 2 shows the successfully received laser shots
overlaid in blue on a snippet of a WAC mosaic scaled to 25 m per
pixel. The orbit track spacing is clearly non-uniform and one orbit
track, about one third of the horizontal width from the left, shows
data taken during a roll. When all five receivers collect data the in-
track spacing of the shots is roughly 25 m for a 50 km circular orbit.
With a firing rate of 28 Hz and ground track speed of 1600 m/s the
shot-to-shot spacing of each receiver in the along-track direction is
roughly 57 m. Thus the along track and cross track spacing of shot
data is highly variable.

The gridded topographic images were generated by taking the
median of the laser shots collected in each pixel and by interpolat-
ing across the pixels with no shots. Taking the median value of the
shots and the interpolation step are both smoothing operations.
The impact of these operations on the terrain model is to eliminate
the highs and lows in the shot data.

Resulting gridded data contains two significant types of
artifacts. The first type is related to inaccuracies in the position
knowledge of the spacecraft. These artifacts manifest as subtle
ridges running in the along-track direction within the gridded

topography. Although these artifacts are likely throughout the
gridded images they are especially apparent in shaded relief
images of the poles where the orbit tracks converge. The second
type of artifact is generated by interpolation of the laser shots
where the orbit tracks diverge far from the poles. The shaded relief
rendering of the LOLA gridded image, lower right in Fig. 2, shows
the impact of these artifact types, the impact of which are dis-
cussed in greater detail in Section 1.2.7.

1.2.6. Limitations of GLD100 DTMs
The LROC based GLD100 DTMs were produced through a stereo

analysis of multiple LROC WAC images. The first step is to rectify
each individual WAC image using the best available camera point-
ing and orthorectify the pixels to data from the LOLA gridded topo-
graphic images followed by imaging matching using patches
17 " 17 pixels in size and finally deriving initial three dimensional
ground points for each pixel. The initial ground points are input
into a two-step process of forward ray intersection and final image
matching and filtering to produce the DTM. The image matching
and filtering operations result in smoothing the final DTM.

One of the fundamental difficulties with stereo processing is no
positional information can be inferred from pixels with no signal
(i.e. temporarily and permanently shadowed facets). The result of
this problem is visible in the GLD100 images for some crater inte-
riors that are always or often shadowed in WAC images. Fig. 3
shows a few examples of craters in the northern hemisphere with
filling issues side by side with LOLA based topography. The filling
issue primarily affects craters in the ±(70–80!) latitude range, pre-
sumably due to persistent shadows in the WAC images. On the
equator side of ±70! the effect is less and has no apparent conse-
quence on the location of the non-polar permanent shadows how-

Fig. 2. Two images and two renderings of Pythagoras crater central peak centered at (63.6!, 297.25!) and sampled with a four point interpolation of 25 m per pixel. (a) WAC
mosaic. (b) WAC mosaic with LOLA shots overlaid in blue. (c) Shaded relief rendering of GLD100 DTM. (d) Shaded relief rendering of LOLA gridded topographic image. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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ever the size and shape of the shadows is mildly affected. Fig. 4
shows four craters in the southern hemisphere with the same is-
sues. Row D in Fig. 3 and row B in Fig. 4 show pristine craters
where the fill artifact is shown dramatically. Row D in Fig. 3 is also
one of the few cases where the southern border of the GLD100
DTM does not match well with the LOLA gridded data in a way that
becomes more apparent in the combined dataset (middle column
of Fig. 3, row D).

1.2.7. Impact of dataset limitations on results
Although the sampling of both datasets is 100 m per pixel the

resolving power of each is variable and both datasets have been
smoothed. The impact of smoothing on the ray tracing process is
to remove the highs and the lows of the terrain profiles between
the illumination source and a particular pixel. Removing the low
points from a terrain profile has no downstream effect because
the limiting rays are projected from higher points along the path.
Removing the high points along the terrain profile leads to an un-
der prediction of shadows. In other words smoothing hides perma-
nent shadows from our ray tracing analysis. This simple premise
implies that there are more shadows than what our ray tracing
method is predicting.

A feature the size of a single pixel in the datasets is surely below
the resolving power of either dataset, however that has little to no

impact on the prediction of the location of the permanent shadows.
The high points along the terrain path that have been smoothed
downward from the shadow towards the Sun are the determining
factor, not the pixel itself as long as the accuracy of the pixel is con-
sistent with the nearby pixels. For a single pixel to be in permanent
shadow it must be blocked from sunlight from all the simulated
Sun positions by highly smoothed terrain paths in both datasets.
So the threshold for being a permanent shadow is extremely high
and the chances are good that our prediction of the presence of the
non-polar permanent shadows is correct, including single pixel
cases, however smoothing and artifacts affect the size and shape
of the resulting shadows determined. Chances are also good that
there are many more permanent shadows that we are currently
unable to detect with the datasets available. Obviously the pres-
ence of the extremely small shadows could be affected by errors
in the datasets. We decided to include all the shadows found
through this process because we believe the process under predicts
the presence of permanent shadows.

As Fig. 2 demonstrates the artifacts in the two datasets are com-
pletely independent. Our confidence in reporting these non-polar
permanent shadows, even the single pixel shadows, comes from
the knowledge that both datasets are smoothed and have indepen-
dent types of artifacts and yet both analyses show these points to
be permanent shadows.

Additionally, we can be certain there are many small-scale per-
manent shadows below the resolving power of the current data-

Northern Hemisphere

LOLA Combined WAC

A

B

C

D

Fig. 3. Comparison of LOLA to the combined GLD100-LOLA product for the northern
hemisphere with WAC mosaics for context. The locations of the craters in this
image are: (78.66!N, 319.255!E), (74.32!N, 35.85!E), (75.806!N, 187.224!E), and
(79.026!N, 211.7!E). From the altimetry data and WAC images rows B and D appear
to be pristine craters with large artifacts in the GLD100 DTMs. In all four examples
the GLD100 DTM has artifacts in shadowed regions. Row D is a crater on the border
between the two datasets and dramatically illustrates the difficulties inherent in
processing stereo images near shadows.

Southern Hemisphere

LOLA Combined WAC

A

B

C

D

Fig. 4. Comparison of LOLA to the combined GLD100-LOLA product for the southern
hemisphere with WAC mosaics for context. The locations of the craters in this
image are: (78.974!S, 174.113!E), (78.297!S, 155.479!E), (75.994!S, 344.954!E), and
(78.591!S, 319.721!E). Based on the altimetry data in column 1 and WAC image in
column 3, row B appears to be a pristine crater with a large artifact in the GLD100
DTM. In all four examples the GLD100 DTM has artifacts in shadowed regions.
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sets. One could imagine two rocks leaning against one another at
the equator supporting a permanent shadow. In the extreme there
are ubiquitous shadows of partial grain size or smaller. It is
doubtful that such small shadows in warmer regions could support
processes requiring cold temperatures. Our complete mapping pre-
sented here is only what we can detect from the global topographic
datasets.

2. Ray tracing methodology

2.1. Analysis software

We produced a software tool called LunarShader that accesses
NAIF kernels for geometry data and uses ray tracing to produce
precise illumination simulations. Each simulation is run with a
fixed Sun position and a gridded topographic image file. The output
of the simulation is another gridded image file, with the same
dimensions, sampling and map projection as the input file, con-
taining the percentage of Sun visible to each pixel at that specific
time. The Sun location can either be defined by sub-solar latitude
and longitude, or by choosing a date and time. If a date and time
is selected then the software automatically pulls a Sun vector from
the appropriate NAIF kernels in the MOON_ME frame for the sup-
plied time. For a given Sun position planes are defined that contain
the Sun, the center of the Moon, and a point on the gridded topog-
raphy surface. The plane spacing is such that the surface distance
between adjacent planes is always less than the pixel ground spac-
ing of the samples of the gridded surface. For each plane a list of
surface radius values is retrieved from the gridded topography im-
age and ordered from closest to farthest from the Sun. The spacing
of sampled points within each plane is smaller than the pixel
spacing of the gridded surface. By controlling the plane-to-plane
spacing and the pixel-to-pixel spacing within each plane we insure
that all grid elements are sampled. The ray tracing analysis is then
performed independently within each of the planes; the ordered
surface radius values in a plane make up the terrain path for that
plane.

The ray from the Sun to the first surface radius point is pro-
jected (in plane) past the first surface radius point (Fig. 5). If the
ray passes below the next point then the next point is lit, if the pro-
jected ray passes above the next point then it is not lit. When a
point is found that is lit (above previously projected ray) a new
ray is started, the new ray is the ray from the Sun to this new point
and projected forward along the path. Every forward projected ray
is the shadow boundary for that plane; objects below the shadow
boundary are in darkness, objects above are in sunlight. Then the
new next point is tested to see if it is above or below the new pro-
jected ray and so on and so forth. For points that are below the cur-
rent projected ray no new ray is started – the old ray continues
along the path until a point is found to be above the current ray
or the end of the path is reached. The rays constructed in this anal-
ysis are simply vectors from the center of the Sun to the first and
subsequent visible points.

For an extended source analysis an additional vector, from the
top of the Sun to each visible point, is projected forward as a ray
along the path (Fig. 6) in the same manner as the Sun-center ray
was projected for the point source case. Subsequent points that
are below the top ray see no direct illumination. Subsequent points
that are above the top ray see at least a partial Sun. Fig. 6 shows the
effect of the extended source analysis on several points. Together
the center ray and top ray are enough information to determine
how much Sunlight a given point receives. The results presented
here are derived from extended source analysis.

With this approach it is possible to directly calculate the height
of the shadow boundary above ground (for shadowed locations), as

depicted for point k in Fig. 6. Finding the shadow boundary height
above ground can help determine the mast height necessary to see
sunlight.

The shadow modeling methodology presented here has been
validated several times relative to Clementine and more recently
LROC WAC imagery (Bussey et al., 2010, 2011).

3. Ray tracing results

3.1. Simulation

The goal of this study is to map the locations of all permanently
shadowed regions on the lunar surface that are detectable using
the best available data, with a specific goal of locating those that
exist at the furthest distance from the poles. To find the permanent
shadows we simulate the Sun location at 1440 longitudes (1/4!
increments) and at the highest sub-solar latitude (closest to the
pole we are studying) that the Sun ever reaches. The idea is that
over geologic time the Sun will, at some time, be at the highest
possible mid-summer latitude for every longitude; in other words
the Sun will reach the highest possible elevation at each longitude.
So, for a point to be in permanent shadow it must be shadowed
from the Sun at all the simulated positions.

Ray tracing is a viable approach on virtually any hardware how-
ever the parallel nature of the algorithm and the size of the image
files are a natural fit for a general purpose graphics processing unit
(GPGPU). Performing illumination simulations on gridded topogra-
phy images for permanent shadows requires an immense number
of calculations. For example, the 100-m per pixel gridded polar im-
age covering from the pole to 45! of latitude has dimensions of
28,800 " 28,800 and requires about 3 billion vector projections
for each simulation, and 1440 simulations for each pole and each
dataset: LOLA and the LROC–LOLA combined product.

The sub-solar latitude in the MOON_ME frame was retrieved
using NAIF’s spice library and kernels at 1-min intervals from Jan-
uary 1st, 1950 to December 31st, 2049. The northernmost latitude
retrieved was +1.589151! on day 162 of the year 2044 at
08:29 UTC. The southernmost latitude was #1.588114! on day
256 of 2011 at 07:24 UTC. The greatest distance to the Sun was
found to be 1.52498578 " 108 km on day 187 of 1982 at
4:50 UTC. The closest approach of the Sun was
1.46696298 " 108 km on day 2 of 1965 at 20:26 UTC. Although
there are longer-term predictions of the Sun’s position relative to
the Moon, this approach has the benefit of being clearly referenced
to the frame that is used to define the topography data, namely
MOON_ME. All methods of propagating the orbits of planetary
bodies have errors, as does the topography data, but this approach
is consistent given the datasets involved. The above sub-solar lat-
itudes and minimum distance were used for our simulations.

3.2. Northern hemisphere

A permanent shadowmap of each hemisphere constructed with
simulated Sun positioning as described above is shown in Fig. 7 for
the northern polar region; the figure has a relief shading map
underlying the permanent shadows. Small spots of permanent sha-
dow are located on the equator side of 60! latitude for each pole,
however due to the resolution of the best available global topo-
graphic data at these latitudes these small regions of permanent
shadow have a higher probability of error in terms of size and
shape of the shadows. Permanent shadow areas (such as in Figs. 8
and 9) that are larger than a single pixel and far from the pole are
not as sensitive to small errors in the topography due to the rela-
tively high Sun and low incidence angles compared to the poles.
Small errors in topography may reduce or increase the size of large
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shadows but it is highly unlikely the large shadows would disap-
pear entirely. There are undoubtedly sharp small-scale surface fea-
tures that cast persistent shadows in other locations of the lunar
surface that are not detectable with global topographic datasets.
The results presented here only show the permanent shadows
found using 100 m per pixel sampled raster data covering each
pole to ±45! of latitude. All permanent shadows, even single pixel
locations are included in our results for the reasons discussed in
Section 1.2.7. LOLA gridded topography maps are generated by
recording a median value out of the shot data for each pixel.
Although taking a median is a perfectly reasonable way to generate
gridded topography it does have the effect of smoothing sharp fea-
tures and plausibly decreasing perceived shadow coverage in some
areas. In the north the southernmost permanent shadow is located
at 58.412!N, 96.5784!E (Table 1, row 15).

Fig. 7 shows a shaded relief map of the lunar north polar region,
from 65! to 90!N, containing hundreds of permanent shadows

shown in red. However, modeling results presented here suggest
this mapping area is insufficient to account for all permanent shad-
ows actually in the northern hemisphere. These additional perma-
nent shadows are summarized in Fig. 8, which shows a ring shaped
shaded relief map ranging from 58! to 65!N latitude with 49 addi-
tional permanent shadows not previously identified. The numbers
correspond to the thumbnail tiles in Fig. 9, which show details for
each shadow. The 49 permanent shadows in the northern hemi-
sphere are relatively evenly distributed (21 east and 28 west of
the prime meridian, respectively). Of these permanent shadows,
some consist of a grouping of small shadows cast by a single mor-
phologic feature.

Impact crater Dugan J is a typical example of how smaller cra-
ters are harboring permanent shadows outside the polar regions;
Tile 16 in Fig. 9 shows a small permanent shadow in the crater Du-
gan J located at 61.3231!N, 107.8597!E. As expected, the perma-
nent shadow is located at the base of the north-facing wall of the

Fig. 5. Projected light rays (yellow) along a terrain path within a single plane and containing the Sun, the center of the Moon, and an ordered set of surface points. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 6. A depiction of the path a light ray would take starting at the Sun and reaching lunar surface topography with sub-solar latitudes near the horizon. Below each example
the Sun’s position relative to the horizon is shown for an observer located at the point and facing the Sun. The shadow boundary height is the minimummast height needed to
see the illumination source. In this figure the Sun is below the horizon at example point k.
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crater of Dugan J and has permanent shadow morphology consis-
tent with previous predictions of Vasavada et al. (1999) and Bussey
et al. (2003). Many deep craters far from the poles (tiles 2, 19, 20,

22, 34, 40, 44, and 49) exhibit a similar oval shaped shadow pattern
observed in Dugan J. Fig. 10 shows a three dimensional rendering
of the Dugan J shadow.

Fig. 7. Polar stereographic shaded relief rendering of the north polar topography (65–90!N) with permanent shadows in red. The color scale reflects surface radius values in
kilometers. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 8. Polar stereographic shaded relief rendering of the north polar topography between 58! and 65!N showing permanent shadows denoted numerically (1–49).
Permanent shadows are denoted in red and the color scale reflects surface radius values in kilometers. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 9. Northern hemisphere permanent shadow map tiles. Each map tile uses an oblique stereographic map projection (north is up). The image on the right of each tile is
taken from LROC WAC mosaics and provides context for the permanent shadow. The middle-bottom image shows the location of the permanent shadow (in red) overlaid on
shaded relief map from the GLD100 DTMs. The lower left image shows a portion of an LROC WAC mosaic with the same map parameters as the middle-bottom image. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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3.3. Southern hemisphere

Analyses of the southern hemisphere also yield permanent
shadows outside of 65–90!S (Figs. 11–13). Results for this hemi-
sphere suggest 49 additional previously undocumented permanent
shadows (Figs. 12 and 13). In the south the northernmost perma-
nent shadow is located at 58.185!S, 318.701!E (Table 1, row 43).
Numbers in Fig. 12 correspond to geologic context thumbnail tiles
in Fig. 13 for each permanent shadow. Approximately two-thirds of
these permanent shadows (34) are located west of the lunar prime
meridian.

3.4. Area results

The total area of permanent shadow for the northern hemi-
sphere is 13,361 km2, and 17,698 km2 for the southern hemi-
sphere. The distribution of permanent shadows by latitude is
summarized in Fig. 14. The spike in permanent shadow area near
the lunar South Pole is dominantly due to the larger craters (e.g.,
Shackleton, Faustini, Shoemaker, de Gerlache, and Haworth) in

Table 1
A complete listing of permanently shadowed locations between 58! and 65!N, and between #58! and #65!S.

# Within crater Latitude Longitude Within crater Latitude Longitude

1 W. Bond B 64.9274 7.526 Marizinus K #63.252 20.225
2 Archytas U 62.8164 9.2471 Marizinus M #63.499 22.717
3 C. Mayer H 63.8625 13.4781 Mutus L #61.652 24.807
4 C. Mayer F 62.0402 19.6289 Boussingault S #63.985 46.848
5 Democritus B 59.9835 28.6173 Boussingault C #64.907 48.124
6 Moigno A 64.6623 29.683 Boussingault R #64.295 48.59
7 Democritus 61.7222 35.139 Unk. NE of Gill #62.429 72.385
8 Thales 61.3058 50.3595 Unk. W of Hanno E #59.838 72.997
9 Strabo L 63.8714 53.4314 Unk. NE rim of Gill #62.699 75.282

10 Unk. N of Mare Humboldtianum 61.0189 77.2234 Fechner T #58.569 122.783
11 Hayn 63.4208 83.1001 Grotrian X #63.85 125.2
12 Hayn 63.3815 84.3449 Unk. NW of Grotrian X #64.926 125.253
13 Hayn 63.3801 84.9053 Lyman #63.689 162.042
14 Bel’kovich K 62.9033 93.4645 Unk. NW of Abbe M #60.665 178.135
15 Compton W 58.4122 96.5784 Unk. N of Minnaert #64.455 178.429
16 Dugan J 61.3231 107.8597 Minnaert C #64.185 183.744
17 Unk. N of Yablochkov 62.5865 127.2512 Unk. NW of Cabannes #59.726 186.683
18 Unk. NE of Yablochkov 62.9803 130.4822 Unk. W of Berlage #64.351 194.033
19 Unk. in Gamow 64.5587 145.6495 Unk. N of Crommelin W #64.443 205.784
20 Unk. N of Tikhov 64.2798 172.5543 Unk. on rim of Lemaitre #62.788 208.198
21 Unk. E of Emden 63.2192 179.8892 Unk. on rim of Crommelin C #64.832 216.317
22 Emden F 62.8186 188.9577 Unk. within Eijkman #62.633 217.431
23 Unk. On rim of Sommerfeld 63.5374 194.271 Unk. S of Eijkman #60.643 220.705
24 Unk. On rim of Sommerfeld 62.8916 194.5604 Eijkman D #61.787 223.023
25 Unk. On rim of Sommerfeld 62.6766 201.096 Unk. N of Dawson #64.348 227.172
26 Birkhoff Y 59.1724 213.073 Unk. N of Dawson #64.752 228.939
27 Unk. Within Stebbins 64.0045 218.1444 Crater on rim of Watson G #62.515 239.288
28 Unk. N of Van’t Hoff 64.7254 230.4581 Crater within Petzval #62.951 247.504
29 Unk. N of Dyson X 62.5486 237.9803 Unk. Petzval rim #64.384 249.031
30 Unk. N of Dyson X 62.5569 238.2394 Unk. Petzval rim #64.767 249.104
31 Unk. N of Zsigmondy Z 62.3156 253.7494 Unk. near Petzval #62.512 254.607
32 Zsigmondy Z 61.5637 254.5463 De Roy N #59.281 256.995
33 Unk. W of Zsigmondy A 62.4726 260.5465 De Roy N #59.279 257.303
34 Unk. NW of Paneth 64.6995 262.3665 Unk. NW of Hausen #62.387 264.368
35 Unk. SW of Paneth A 63.945 265.5915 Crater on rim of Chappe #61.1 270.269
36 Paneth A 64.1316 266.3502 Unk. W of Bailly L #60.378 285.116
37 Unk. S of Boole 61.1738 272.7471 Unk. NE of Bailly G #64.429 295.285
38 Boole E 62.6662 275.3921 Bailly H #63.482 297.479
39 Cleostratus A 62.1861 282.3078 Ridge S of Bailly H #64.074 298.186
40 Boole B 63.5626 282.3232 Zucchius Rim #60.536 309.146
41 Xenophanes D 58.5215 282.3587 Bettinus D #64.906 313.365
42 Cleostratus A 62.1897 282.5823 Bettinus H #64.56 316.167
43 Pythagoras 63.5325 297.5058 Weigel H #58.185 318.701
44 J. Herschel C 62.2818 319.8829 Scheiner G #62.465 331.581
45 Unk. within J. Herschel 63.6827 320.5845 Scheiner A #60.399 331.676
46 J. Herschel P 63.5717 327.015 Blancanus N #63.196 334.042
47 Unk. E of J. Herschel 63.9927 330.2657 Clavius L #58.548 338.864
48 Fontenelle F 64.3316 331.7581 Rutherfurd #60.414 347.424
49 Fontenelle C 64.4246 332.7592 Cysatus A #64.223 359.092

Fig. 10. A three-dimensional rendering from LOLA topography of Dugan J crater;
permanent shadows (in red) are focused on the north facing interior crater wall
(61.3231!N, 107.8597!E). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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close proximity (within !2.5!) to the pole. These results are sensi-
tive to the choice of the sub-solar latitude for simulating the max-
imum possible sunlight. Our choices for sub-solar latitude were
explained early in the results section. To test the sensitivity to
changes in sub-solar latitude the simulations were repeated for

±0.01! for each hemisphere. For the northern hemisphere adding
0.01! to the sub-solar latitude for the simulation reduced the total
permanent shadow area by 46 km2, and subtracting 0.01! in-
creased the area by 49 km2. For the southern hemisphere moving
the sub-solar latitude 0.01! towards the pole reduced the area by

Fig. 11. Polar stereographic shaded relief rendering of lunar South Pole topography from 65! to 90!S. Permanent shadows are denoted in red and the color scale maps color to
surface radius values in kilometers. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 12. Polar stereographic shaded relief rendering of the south polar topography from 65! to 58!S latitude with permanent shadows shaded in red. Each permanent shadow
in this latitude range is labeled with a number corresponding to the graphic in Fig. 9. The color scale on the right maps color to surface radius values in kilometers. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 13. Southern hemisphere permanent shadowmap tiles. Each map tile uses oblique stereographic map projection (north is up). The image on the right of each tile is taken
from LROCWACmosaics and provides context for the permanent shadow. The middle-bottom image shows the location of the permanent shadow (in red) overlaid on shaded
relief from the GLD100 DTMs. The lower left image shows a portion of an LROC WAC mosaic with the same map parameters as the middle-bottom image. (For interpretation
of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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64 km2, and moving 0.01! towards the equator added 62 km2.
Although these areas are relatively small compared each hemi-
sphere’s total, they are still significant for evaluating the total po-
tential water resources on the Moon.

3.4.1. Validation of area results
To validate our permanent shadow simulations we analyzed the

same region with identical input parameters (grid size, grid sam-
pling, and Sun positions) as Mazarico et al. (2010). In Mazarico
et al. (2010) it was reported that simulations were run at 1/4!
increments in longitude using 240 m per pixel LOLA gridded topog-
raphy, covering the poles to 75! latitude, and sub-solar latitudes of
±1.5863!. Table 2 summarizes both sets of results for these inputs.
All our results poleward of 75! latitude are within 10% of those pre-
viously reported. In the northern hemisphere our results are
slightly below those previously reported and in the southern hemi-
sphere ours are slightly greater. In Mazarico et al.’s (2010) previous
analysis the horizon method was used versus the ray tracing meth-
od used in our analysis and reported here. From examination of the
maps it is clear that the methods find permanent shadows in
essentially the same locations. So, the main contributors to the
modestly different results come from the boundary pixels between
permanently shadowed and non-permanently shadowed regions.
These boundary pixels are extremely sensitive to how the horizon
is determined. Both methods use interpolation as part of the hori-
zon finding procedure. Differences in the methods used and in the
implementation of interpolation probably account for the different
results. We use a simple four-point interpolation approach shown
in Fig. 15 to retrieve the surface radius in between pixels in the
gridded topographic images.

3.5. Historical analysis

The obliquity of the Moon has changed dramatically over its
lifetime. Unfortunately, we only have access to accurate topogra-
phy data for the present time. However, we believe it is an impor-
tant exercise to begin assessing where these shadows appeared
first, how long they have persisted, and how their size and mor-
phology evolved over time. Here, we present an analysis against
the 240 m per pixel gridded LOLA topography for values of sub-so-
lar latitude beyond the range of values currently possible. Using
our present day topography we find that no permanent shadows
are present in the northern hemisphere for sub-solar latitudes
exceeding 22.2!N. For the southern hemisphere permanent shad-
ows are no longer present for sub-solar latitudes farther south than
20.2!S. Fig. 16 shows polar stereographic maps of each pole at sub-
solar latitudes of 5!, 10!, 15!, and 20!. In both cases a dramatic de-
crease in the number of permanent shadows is apparent between
5! and 10!. And a substantial difference in total area in permanent
shadow exists between 5! and present day maximum sub-solar
latitudes.

These results show that if the present day topography were
present when the obliquity was such that the sub-solar latitude
reached 20.2!S, then Shackleton would have been the first crater
in the southern hemisphere to support a permanent shadow. Con-
sidering the northern hemisphere with the same assumption the
first permanently shadowed crater would be a 13 km diameter
and 2.8 km deep crater within Rozhdestvenskiy located at
84.77!N, 187.9!E. Using present day topography for analysis in
the distant past is not safe however it is the best we can do with
the data available.

The non-polar shadows are severely reduced at higher obliqui-
ties. For a sub-solar latitude of ±5! only 21 out of 49 non-polar per-
manent shadows remain in the northern hemisphere and 18 of 49
in the southern hemisphere. At a sub-solar latitude of ±10! only
four of the northern non-polar permanent shadows remain and
only one remains in the south (Cysatus A, tile 49). At ±12! sub-solar
latitude all of the non-polar shadows listed in Table 1 are no longer
permanent.

4. Temperature results

Our analyses utilized Diviner channel 7, which measures emit-
ted light in the 25–41 lm range. The results of these analyses are
shown in Fig. 17 and summarized in Table 3 with minimum, max-
imum and average temperatures for four locations (two in the
northern and southern hemisphere, respectively) where we col-
lected and analyzed data. Data was collected for each of the four
permanent shadows by defining a box with latitude and longitude
extents that fit within each permanent shadow. A database of Divi-
ner data was searched for all surface measurements within the ex-
tents of the boxes. Each permanently shadowed location (N1A,
N2A, S1A, and S2A) is paired with a nearby comparison location

Fig. 14. Percentage of surface area in permanent shadow by latitude for the
northern and southern hemispheres. The northern hemisphere is shown in red
(circles), southern hemisphere in blue (diamonds). (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)

Table 2
Comparison of permanent shadowed area results to previous studies.

Hemisphere Latitude
range

Area (km2)
reported by
Mazarico et al.

Area (km2)
from our
analysis

Difference
(%)

North 80–90 12,866 12,090 4.6
North 85–90 4764 4044 9.4
South 80–90 16,055 16,800 2.3
South 85–90 7024 7188 8.5

Fig. 15. Four-point interpolation of image values between neighboring pixels.
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(N1B, N2B, S1B, and S2B) that, analysis suggests, receives direct
sunlight on a regular basis. Comparison locations were defined
with boxes of equal size to their permanently shadowed counter-
parts. All four permanently shadowed locations have 75–120 K
lower mid-day temperatures than their sunlit counterparts. The
maximummid-day temperatures for the permanent shadows were
in the range of 172–215 K; all except N1A have peaks below 200 K.
Peak mid-day brightness temperatures for comparison locations
are all in the range of 290–300 K. Some of the permanently shad-
owed regions also show minimum temperatures that are 10–
25 K less than the directly illuminated regions (Table 3).

Fig. 18 shows two shaded relief images of Pythagoras crater. The
cross in the left image is permanently shadowed (N2A in Table 3;
indicated in blue in the upper right of Fig. 17), and the cross in
the right image is the comparison location (N2B in Table 3; indi-
cated in red in the upper right of Fig. 17). The left image in
Fig. 18 shows an outline of the horizon from the vantage point of
the surface within the permanent shadow. On the right the horizon
is plotted from the vantage point of the surface at the comparison
location (marked by a cross). These two non-polar locations have
line of sight visibility to large and approximately equal surface
areas that are not in permanent shadows. Assuming equal contri-
butions from scattered and zodiacal light to both locations it fol-
lows that the pattern of the mid-day peak for the permanent
shadow (upper right in Fig. 17) is generated by thermal radiation
and scattered light coming mostly from directly illuminated sur-
faces although some small contribution of heat transfer comes
from thermal radiation and multipath scattered light by surfaces
not directly illuminated, and the pattern of the non-shadowed
comparison location is due to a combination of direct and scattered
light and thermal radiation from the surroundings.

5. Discussion

Since no permanent shadows are determined to be on the equa-
tor side of ±8! we believe these data products have sufficient cov-
erage for identification of all the permanent shadows on the lunar
surface that are detectable with the global topographic datasets.
While the discovery of these permanent shadows does not dramat-
ically increase the surface area of permanent shadow on the Moon,
the boundaries within which permanent shadows were previously
thought to exist is expanded. And thus, test previous theory
regarding the stability of water in these regions and whether or
not they ultimately increase the potential yield of water–ice re-
sources plausibly available on the Moon.

The box covering the shadow in Dugan J crater (N1A) and the
box covering the central peak shadow in Pythagoras (N2A) may
have been poorly defined resulting in some illuminated surface
measurements contaminating the surface temperature results for
these boxes. In spite of possible contamination, the data in
Fig. 17 draws a stark contrast between permanently shadowed
locations and non-permanently shadowed locations in terms of
maximum, average, and minimum temperatures. Another obvious
contrast is the significant difference in heating rate as the Sun rises
in the morning. The differences in maximum surface temperature,
nighttime temperature, as well as heating rates support our results
that these areas are in fact in permanent shadow. That said, the
temperature and illumination environment these permanent shad-
ows exist within is substantially different from larger permanent
shadows previously identified and characterized at the lunar North
and South Poles (Bussey et al., 2005, 2010, 1999; Mazarico et al.,
2010; Paige et al., 2010b). While non-polar permanently shadowed
regions are somewhat comparable to polar night-time temperature

Fig. 16. The left column shows polar stereographic maps of the North Pole from 85!N to 90!. The right column shows polar stereographic maps of the South Pole from 85!S to
90!S. Each row shows the results of the permanent shadow analysis with the sub-solar latitude set to the labeled value.
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conditions (!50 K versus 38 K, respectively) day-time tempera-
tures are much higher in comparison (170–200 K versus
50–120 K, respectively) (Paige et al., 2010b). The maximum tem-
peratures of the four samples all fall outside the 96–145 K range
estimated by Siegler et al. (2011) as the most efficient ice capture
and burial regime.

The difference in heating rates is especially noticeable for
Pythagoras, Eijkman D, and Scheiner G. In the case of the central
peak shadow of Pythagoras crater the mid-day temperatures are
approximately 120 K less than the comparison location. Further-
more, the shadow has a 20 K temperature variation in maximum
temperature which means for roughly half of the lunar days the
central peak shadow temperature remains between 160 and

170 K, which is quite close to the ideal ice trap temperature range.
The data indicates that the central peak shadow in Pythagoras
spends most of its day below the ceiling of the ideal ice trap tem-
perature range. Given the data it seems plausible that somewhere
within the Pythagoras central peak shadow there is a location that
remains permanently below the ceiling of the ideal ice trap range.

The four locations detailed in Figs. 9 and 13 and listed in Table 3
were selected essentially at random (from the 98 non-polar perma-
nent shadows in Table 1) and three, or possibly four if our Dugan J
collects were contaminated, out of the four locations may be capa-
ble of trapping ice and other volatiles. Facts such as these suggest
the odds are good that ice traps are present on the equator side of
±65! latitude.

Fig. 17. Diviner derived brightness temperatures (channel 7) relative to lunar local time (h) for four locations. The upper left graph corresponds to points N1A and N1B in
Table 3. Points ending in ‘A’ are indicated in blue and correspond to permanent shadows, locations ending in ‘B’ are indicated in red and correspond to comparison locations
with typical diurnal illumination. The upper left graph corresponds to points N2A and N2B in Table 3. The lower left graph corresponds to points S1A and S1B in Table 3. The
lower right graph corresponds to points S2A and S2B in Table 3. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)

Table 3
Diviner derived temperature data for four locations in permanent shadow (N1A, N2A, S1A, and S2A) and their corresponding comparison spots with no permanent shadows (N1B,
and N2B, S1B, and S2B).

# Latitude Longitude Minimum temperature Average temperature Maximum temperature Crater Type

N1A 61.33 107.86 84.48333 133.7824 215.9481 Dugan J P. Shadow
N1B 61.33 109.3 84.85996 162.0928 289.5775 Comparison
N2A 63.52 297.5 63.61647 104.462 171.9925 Pythagoras P. Shadow
N2B 63.52 295.15 83.37467 139.7014 295.8838 Comparison
S1A #62.49 331.6 71.46877 124.2379 199.8725 Scheiner G P. Shadow
S1B #62 330.3 85.94783 198.6342 299.8148 Comparison
S2A #61.8 223.07 71.70298 123.793 190.2155 Eijkman D P. Shadow
S2B #61.8 224.3 80.12771 163.959 297.1384 Comparison
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6. Conclusions

Applying our ray tracing technique on the LOLA gridded topo-
graphic images and the GLD100 DTMs we find no permanent shad-
ows on the equator side of ±58! latitude. Surface brightness
temperatures support our findings of permanent shadows north
of 58!N latitude and south of 58!S latitude.

Evidence from Diviner data suggest peak surface temperatures
for non-polar permanently shadowed areas that receive relatively
high levels of scattered light are 75–120 K less than non-perma-
nently shadowed surfaces in the 60–65! latitude range in both
hemispheres. Some of the non-polar permanent shadows may be
efficient ice traps, such as the shadow on the northeast slope of
Pythagoras’ central peak, depending on the amount of scattered
light and thermal radiation they receive. If these non-polar perma-
nent shadows are efficient cold traps for volatiles then the amount
and accessibility of resources in the lunar regolith is greater than
previously expected.

Small craters within these non-polar permanent shadows may
have surfaces that see almost no scattered light. Craters of this type
push the limits of the resolving power of the current datasets but
may be extremely cold.

7. On-going work

The next evolution of this work will bring more comprehensive
illumination modeling scenarios and LRO and other lunar instru-
ment data (e.g., Mini-RF, Diviner, and M3) to bear on the analysis
of non-polar permanent shadows. The goal will be to find the
‘Goldilocks’ craters and permanent shadows that sustain just the
right environment for trapping volatiles.

Future versions of the ray tracing software may have the ability
to query the LOLA shot data directly rather than the gridded topog-
raphy. Shot data will enable more accurate topography and deter-
mination of slopes in the vicinity of permanent shadows without
the gridded induced smoothing.
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